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Park Vendor Review: Revolutionizing Vendor Research and Discovery for Campground
and RV Park Owners

In a significant development for the outdoor hospitality industry, Park Vendor Review proudly
announces the launch of ParkVendorReview.com, bringing a new level of empowerment to
campground and RV park owners. The platform is poised to become an indispensable tool,
offering the first digital platform created for campground and RV park owners to search, save,
and review vendors, streamlining the decision-making process. Park owners are also able to
connect directly with vendors, requesting additional information, price quotes, and product
demos.

Central to Park Vendor Review’s value proposition is its focus on enabling owners to make
educated, informed decisions for their businesses. "Park Vendor Review is not just a directory;
it's a tool to empower campground owners in their journey towards successful business
management," said Todd Sabo, Founder and President of Park Vendor Review.

Amir Harpaz, owner of Torrey Trails RV and Golf Resort and Park Vendor Review User, stated
that “having experienced the repercussions of choosing the wrong vendor in the past–leading to
wasted time, court fees, and unnecessary headaches–Park Vendor Review is a game-changer.
The platform provides park owners like me the invaluable ability to make informed decisions
about vendors, and it also empowers us through ratings, reviews, and discussions by peers who
can share their own vendor experiences. It’s not just about saving time and money; it’s about
preventing costly mistakes. Park Vendor Review addresses a critical need in our industry and
I’m excited to be a part of this positive change.”

Along with the website launch, Park Vendor Review is offering users free access to PVR’s
"Reservation Systems Buyer’s Guide." This resource is a comprehensive, data-driven guide to
property management systems (PMS) software, offering objective insights to assist campground
and park owners in navigating their PMS software purchasing decisions. The guide is designed
to simplify the complex landscape of software options, ensuring owners can choose solutions
that best fit their specific needs.

The platform also extends a warm invitation to vendors in the outdoor hospitality industry,
allowing them to claim their listings for free. This initiative fosters a comprehensive vendor
directory, critical for informed decision-making.

"Vendor decisions made simple" is not just a tagline–it's Park Vendor Review’s commitment to
the campground and RV park community. For more information and to access the Reservation
Systems Buyer’s Guide, visit ParkVendorReview.com.

Questions? Please email Hello@ParkVendorReview.com.


